PORTRAIT OF A MOTHER
by Allison Gilliam

This could be used during a children’s feature in the service or at the beginning of a Mother’s Day Service. However, the children would already be at the front during the Children’s Feature and would be a smoother transition.

Each question is spoken by a child.

1. Who is there to kiss the scrapes and bruises when I fall?

2. Who tells me that I am loved and wanted above all?

3. Who is it who rubs my back and listens to my prayers?

4. Who gives me the hugs I need—WHO is always there?

(As Proverbs 31:10-31 is recited, children go out into audience and bring their mothers to the front to stand with them until the scripture is completed. All could stand and sing My Mother’s Love by Alan Chamness and Allison Gilliam. Please use copyright, used by permission—hymn can be found in Music section of this website.) Offer prayer of thanksgiving for Mothers.

For more on worship, contact allison@sweetgospel.com